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We calculate, for the first time using unquenched lattice QCD, form factors for the rare decay B →
K`+`− in and beyond the Standard Model. Our lattice QCD calculation utilizes a nonrelativistic
QCD formulation for the b valence quarks, the highly improved staggered quark formulation for the
light valence quarks, and employs the MILC 2 + 1 asqtad ensembles. The form factor results, based
on the z expansion, are valid over the full kinematic range of q2. We construct the ratios f0/f+
and fT /f+, which are useful in constraining new physics and verifying effective theory form factor
symmetry relations. We also discuss the calculation of Standard Model observables.
PACS numbers: 12.38.Gc, 13.20.He, 14.40.Nd, 14.40.Df
I. INTRODUCTION
The rare decay B → K`+`− involves a b → s flavor-
changing neutral current transition which can proceed
only through loop diagrams in the Standard Model, mak-
ing this a particularly sensitive probe for new physics.
Experimentalists have already started to collect more and
more data on this decay and comparisons with accurate
Standard Model predictions have become very impor-
tant and timely. Calculations of the branching fraction
B(B → K`+`−) require knowledge of several form fac-
tors, which in turn depend on having control over long
distance QCD phenomena and on being able to evaluate
hadronic matrix elements of vector and tensor currents
between the B and the K meson states. The only first-
principles method for carrying out such nonperturbative
QCD calculations is lattice QCD. In this article we use
lattice QCD to determine the three relevant form fac-
tors f+, f0 and fT , which can then be used to obtain
branching fraction information both in and beyond the
Standard Model.
There is an active effort [1–5] to constrain new physics
using experimental results for B → K`+`−, often in
combination with other rare B decays. Form factor
information in these works typically comes from light
cone sum rule results (cf. Refs. [6–8]), valid at low q2.
Ref. [1] calculates all three form factors in lattice QCD
using the quenched approximation (i.e. neglecting vir-
tual quark loops in the sea) and extrapolates to low q2
using the model-dependent Becˇirevic´ Kaidalov parame-
terization [9]. In Ref. [10] the QCDSF collaboration pub-
lished results for f0 and f+ using the quenched approxi-
mation. There are preliminary unquenched results by Liu
et al. [11] and the Fermilab Lattice and MILC collabora-
∗bouchard.18@osu.edu
tions [12]. Measurements related to this decay have been
made at the B-factories BABAR [13] and Belle [14], by
CDF [15], and most recently by LHCb [16, 17].
This work reports the first unquenched lattice QCD
calculation of the form factors for this rare decay. In [18]
we explore the phenomenological implications of these
form factors for several Standard Model Observables,
comparing to experiment where possible and making pre-
dictions elsewhere. In this article we give details of the
lattice calculations leading to the form factors and also
provide more information on the relation between these
form factors and various Standard Model observables.
II. FORM FACTORS AND MATRIX
ELEMENTS
The phenomenologically relevant quantities are the
form factors f0,+,T . However, the fundamental quanti-
ties, and therefore the quantities directly accessible on
the lattice, are hadronic matrix elements. In this section
we summarize the relations between the form factors and
the hadronic matrix elements.
The vector hadronic matrix element is parameterized
by the scalar and vector form factors f0,+
〈K|V µ|B〉 = f+(q2)
(
pµB + p
µ
K −
M2B −M2K
q2
qµ
)
+ f0(q
2)
M2B −M2K
q2
qµ, (1)
where V µ = s¯γµb and qµ ≡ pµB−pµK , the four-momentum
transferred to the final state leptons. At intermediate
stages of the calculation we recast f0,+ in terms of the
more convenient form factors f‖,⊥
〈K|V µ|B〉 =
√
2MB
[
pµB
MB
f‖(q2) + p
µ
⊥ f⊥(q
2)
]
, (2)
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2where pµ⊥ ≡ pµK − (pK · pB)pµB/M2B. In the B meson rest
frame f‖,⊥ are simply related to the temporal and spatial
components of the hadronic vector matrix elements,
〈K|V 0|B〉 =
√
2MB f‖(q2), (3)
〈K|V k|B〉 =
√
2MB p
k
K f⊥(q
2). (4)
The scalar and vector form factors are related to f‖,⊥ by
f0 =
√
2MB
M2B −M2K
[
(MB − EK)f‖ + p2Kf⊥
]
, (5)
f+ =
1√
2MB
[
f‖ + (MB − EK)f⊥
]
, (6)
where pK is the kaon three-momentum. The tensor
hadronic matrix element is parameterized by the tensor
form factor fT
〈K|T k0|B〉 = 2iMBp
k
K
MB +MK
fT (q
2), (7)
where Tµν = s¯ σµνb and σµν =
1
2 [γµ, γν ]. We extract the
hadronic matrix elements from lattice simulations, then
use them to reconstruct the various form factors.
III. GENERATING LATTICE DATA
In this section we discuss how lattice data are gener-
ated in the form of two and three point correlation func-
tions and how effective lattice currents in the three point
data are matched to physical currents.
A. Two and Three Point Correlators
Ensemble averages are performed using the MILC
2 + 1 asqtad gauge configurations [19] listed in Table I.
The valence quarks in our simulation are nonrelativistic
QCD (NRQCD) [20] b quarks, tuned in Ref. [21], and
highly improved staggered quark (HISQ) [22] light and
strange quarks, propagators for which were generated in
Refs. [23, 24]. Valence quark masses for each ensemble
used in the simulations are tabulated in Table I.
Heavy-light B meson bilinears ΦαB are built from
NRQCD b and HISQ light quarks (for details see
Ref. [21]) and light-light kaon bilinears ΦK are built from
HISQ light and strange quarks (for details see Ref. [23]).
The bilinears are used to build two and three point cor-
relation functions
CαβB (t0, t) =
1
L3
∑
x,y
〈ΦβB(t,y) Φα†B (t0,x)〉, (8)
CK(t0, t; p) =
1
L3
∑
x,y
eip·(x−y)〈ΦK(t,y) Φ†K(t0,x)〉,
(9)
CαJ (t0, t, T ; p) =
1
L3
∑
x,y,z
eip·(z−x) ×
〈ΦK(t0 + T,x) J(t, z) Φα†B (t0,y)〉, (10)
where the inserted lattice current J(t, z) is a heavy-light
bilinear described in the next section. The three point
correlator setup is depicted in Fig. 1.
Working in the B meson rest frame, a sequential prop-
agator is built from smeared NRQCD b and spectator
HISQ quarks. The b quark smearing function φ(y′ − y)
is either a delta function or Gaussian, as specified by
indices α, β
φ(y′ − y) =
{
δy′y, α = l(ocal)
1√
2piσ2
exp[− (y′−y)22σ2 ], α = s(meared),
(11)
with σ = 5a on the coarse and σ = 7a on the fine en-
sembles. The smearing function is introduced by the re-
placement
∑
y →
∑
y,y′ φ(y
′ − y) in Eqs. (8, 10). The
spectator l quark source includes a U(1) phase ξ(x′). The
daughter s quark, with U(1) phase and momentum inser-
tion at x, is tied to the sequential quark propagator, with∑
x in Eqs. (9, 10) accomplished via random wall sources,
ie.
∑
x →
∑
x,x′ ξ(x)ξ(x
′).
B meson two point correlator data is generated for all
four combinations of b quark smearing: CllB , C
ls
B , C
sl
B , and
CssB . Kaon two point data are generated for each of the
momenta p ∈ 2pi/L× {(0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1)}.
In three point correlator data the B meson is created
at time-slice t0, the kaon is annihilated at t0 + T , and
a flavor-changing current J(t, z) is inserted at intermedi-
ate times t0 ≤ t ≤ t0 + T , where t0 is chosen at random
to reduce autocorrelations. Prior to fitting, all data are
shifted to a common t0 = 0. The structure of the cur-
rent J(t, z) determines whether generated data is for the
vector or tensor matrix element and whether it is low-
est order in NRQCD or a 1/mb correction. The details
of the currents used in this work are given in the next
section. Three point data are generated over the ranges
of B meson and kaon temporal separations T listed in
Table I.
B. Matching Lattice Currents
We generate data for the lattice effective currents that
contribute through O(αs, ΛQCD/mb, αs/amb). Through this
order, the relevant lattice vector (J = Vµ) and tensor
3ens L3 ×Nt r1/a au0msea u0 Nconf Ntsrc amvall amvals amb aEsimbb¯ T
C1 243 × 64 2.647(3) 0.005/0.05 0.8678 1200 2 0.0070 0.0489 2.650 0.28356(15) 12 – 15
C2 203 × 64 2.618(3) 0.01/0.05 0.8677 1200 2 0.0123 0.0492 2.688 0.28323(18) 12 – 15
C3 203 × 64 2.644(3) 0.02/0.05 0.8688 600 2 0.0246 0.0491 2.650 0.27897(20) 12 – 15
F1 283 × 96 3.699(3) 0.0062/0.031 0.8782 1200 4 0.00674 0.0337 1.832 0.25653(14) 21 – 24
F2 283 × 96 3.712(4) 0.0124/0.031 0.8788 600 4 0.01350 0.0336 1.826 0.25558(28) 21 – 24
TABLE I: Left to right: labels for the three coarse and two fine ensembles used in this analysis; lattice volume;
inverse lattice spacing in r1-units; light/strange sea-quark masses; tadpole improvement factor u0 = 〈plaquette〉1/4;
number of configurations; number of time sources; valence light-quark mass; valence strange-quark mass; b-quark
mass; spin-averaged bb¯ ground state energies used to relate our B meson simulation energies to the physical MB ;
and the range of temporal separations between the B meson and the kaon.
FIG. 1: Setup for three point correlator data generation.
(J = Tµν) currents are
V(0)µ = Ψs γµ Ψb, (12)
V(1)µ = −
1
2amb
Ψs γµ γ ·∇Ψb, (13)
T (0)µν = Ψs σµν Ψb, (14)
T (1)µν = −
1
2amb
Ψs σµν γ ·∇Ψb. (15)
For the tensor current we focus on the Tk0 component,
where heavy-quark symmetry allows us to relate it to the
vector current.
The continuum vector current 〈Vµ〉 is matched to the
lattice vector current by
〈Vµ〉 = (1 + αsρ(Vµ)0 )〈V(0)µ 〉+ 〈V(1),subµ 〉, (16)
where
〈V(1),subµ 〉 ≡ 〈V(1)µ 〉 − αsζVµ10 〈V(0)µ 〉. (17)
The matching calculation is done to one loop using mass-
less HISQ lattice perturbation theory. Details of the cal-
culation, and values for the matching coefficients, are
given in [25]. In matching the temporal component of
the vector current we omit O (αsΛQCD/mb) contributions
specified in [25]. To justify their omission, we generated
data for these terms and verified their contributions are
sub-percent, consistent with the findings of [26].
The continuum tensor current 〈Tk0〉 is matched to the
lattice current by
〈Tk0〉 = (1 + αsρ(T )0 )〈T (0)k0 〉+ 〈T (1),subk0 〉, (18)
where
〈T (1),subk0 〉 = 〈T (1)k0 〉 − αsζT10〈T (0)k0 〉. (19)
As mentioned above, heavy-quark symmetry of the
NRQCD b quark allows the tensor current renormaliza-
tion to be recast in terms of vector current quantities:
T (0)k0 = V(0)k , T (1)k0 = −V(1)k , and ζT10 = −ζVk10 .
IV. EXTRACTING MATRIX ELEMENTS
Hadronic matrix elements are extracted from fits to
two and three point correlator data using Bayesian fitting
techniques [27].
A. B Meson Two Point Fits
Two point correlator data for B mesons are fit to the
ansatz
CαβB (t) =
2N−1∑
n=0
bα(n)bβ(n)†(−1)nte−Esim(n)B t, (20)
where
bα(n) =
a3〈ΦαB |B(n)〉√
2a3E
(n)
B
. (21)
We have studied fits to all possible combinations of local
and smeared data and found a simultaneous fit to all four
combinations yields the smallest errors. Fig. 2 shows the
improvement achieved from the simultaneous fit for data
on a coarse ensemble and is indicative of the improvement
seen on all ensembles.
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FIG. 2: Ensemble C2 fit results to the ground state
energy aE
sim(0)
B for various source-sink smearing
combinations. There is a factor of roughly four
improvement from simultaneous fits to local (“l”) and
smeared (“s”) sources and sinks. The shaded band
shows the best-fit result using all smearing
combinations.
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FIG. 3: Ensemble F1 fit results for the ground state
energy aE
sim(0)
B vs. the number of states N with
tmin/a = 2 and tmax/a = 25.
To ensure excited state contributions are adequately
accounted for, we increase the number of exponentials N
in the fit ansatz until both the central values and errors
stabilize. This increase in N is balanced by the practical
constraint that additional exponentials add to the com-
plexity of the fit ansatz and increase the time required for
convergence. Fig. 3 plots fit results on fine ensemble F1
as a function of N and suggests that N ≥ 5 is sufficient.
Similar behavior is seen on the other ensembles and we
report results for N = 8.
In addition, we have studied the impact on our fit re-
sults of varying the timeslices of data included in the
fit. For a given fit, the timeslices of data included are
specified by the range tmin ≤ t ≤ tmax. An exponential
decrease in signal to noise, especially prevalent in B me-
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FIG. 4: Ensemble F1 fit results for the ground state
energy aE
sim(0)
B vs. tmin/a with tmax/a = 25 (top) and vs.
tmax/a with tmin/a = 2 (bottom). All fits use N = 8.
son data, leads to greater precision data at smaller values
of t, while data at larger values of t have a greater rel-
ative amount of information on the ground state - the
information we are after. Data at very large t are redun-
dant, as is evident from Fig. 4, and omitting them speeds
up the fit. In practice, we study fits on each ensemble to
determine values of tmin and tmax for which the fit results
are stable. Fig. 4 illustrates the ranges of tmin and tmax
considered on the fine ensembles and demonstrates that
fit results are largely insensitive to reasonable changes to
the data included in the fit.
We choose our B meson best-ft results from simulta-
neous fits to all four combinations of local and smeared
data. On the coarse ensembles (C1, C2, and C3) we fit
these data on timeslices 2 ≤ t/a ≤ 19 and with N = 8.
On the fine ensembles (F1 and F2) we fit data on times-
lices 2 ≤ t/a ≤ 25 and with N = 8. Prior choices and B
meson fit results are given in Appendix B 1.
On each ensemble the fitted B meson energy EsimB is
related to the physicalB meson mass by a shift associated
with the NRQCD shift in the b quark rest mass
MB = E
sim(0)
B +
1
2
(
M expt
bb¯
− Esimbb¯
)
, (22)
5where M expt
bb¯
= 9.450(4) GeV [28] is adjusted from ex-
periment to remove electromagnetic, ηb annihilation, and
charmed sea effects not present in our simulations, and
Esim
bb¯
is the spin-averaged energy of bb¯ states calculated
on the lattice ensembles used in our simulation.
As a byproduct of this analysis we obtain the lead-
ing order contribution to the B meson decay constant,
Φ = FB
√
MB . Though not particularly useful by itself,
a comparison with previous results using the same en-
sembles provides a cross-check of our B meson fit results.
Accounting for a numerical factor of
√
2 from the HISQ
inversion, the unsmeared amplitude from this analysis is
related to the leading order decay constant by
a3/2Φ(0) = 2bl(0). (23)
We calculated values for Φ(0) on each ensemble and ver-
ified our results are consistent with previous work [21].
B. Kaon Two Point Fits
For each simulated momentum, two point correlator
data for the kaons are fit to
CK(t; p) =
2N−1∑
n=0
∣∣d(n)p ∣∣2(−1)nt (e−E(n)K t + e−E(n)K (Nt−t)) ,
(24)
where
d(n)p =
a3〈ΦK |K(n)p 〉√
2a3E
(n)
K
. (25)
As with the B meson, we studied the effect of varying the
number of exponentials N used in the fit ansatz and the
range of data included in the fits and found qualitatively
similar results to those of Figs. 3 and 4. Coarse ensem-
ble results are reported for fits using data at timeslices
2 ≤ t/a ≤ 30, while on the fine ensembles we fit data at
timeslices 3 ≤ t/a ≤ 40. For all fits we use N = 8.
Kaon mass and energy fit results satisfy the dispersion
relation as shown in Fig. 5. We observe an empirical
factor of three improvement in the dispersion relation
relative to the expected O(αs(ap)2). Prior choices and
kaon fit results are given in Appendix B 2.
As a consistency check, we extract kaon decay constant
values on each ensemble using
aFK =
amvall + am
val
s(
aMK
)3/2 √2 d(0)000 , (26)
and compare with those obtained using the same ensem-
bles in Ref. [23].
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FIG. 5: Fit results for EK and MK , combined with
simulated kaon momenta, satisfy the dispersion relation.
Observed discretization errors, over the range of lattice
spacings used in the simulations, are represented by the
gray bands and correspond to 1± 1/3 αs(ap)2.
C. Simultaneous Two and Three Point Fits
For each momentum, three point correlator data for
current J and b quark smearing α are fit to
CαJ(p)(t, T ) =
2N−1∑
m,n=0
d(n)p A
(n,m)
J(p) b
α(m)†(−1)mt+n(T−t)
× e−E(n)K (T−t) e−Esim(m)B t , (27)
where the three point amplitude is related to the lattice
hadronic matrix element by
4√
2
A
(n,m)
J(p) =
a3〈K(n)p |J |B(m)〉√
2a3E
(m)
K
√
2a3E
(n)
B
. (28)
The factor of 4/
√
2 accounts for numerical factors intro-
duced in the simulation associated with taste averaging
and HISQ inversion.
In the fits, we include three point data at timeslices
tc ≤ t ≤ T − tc, with tc = 2, and have verified that
fit results are insensitive to small variations, ie. tc =
3, 4. As with two point correlator fits, the number of
exponentials used in the fit ansatz is increased until the
central values and errors stabilize, see Fig. 6. We use
N = 8 in all simultaneous two and three point correlator
fits. Three point data are generated for local and smeared
b quarks and both data sets are included in the fits.
The leading order and 1/mb correction three point cor-
relator data can be combined, per the matching prescrip-
tion of Sec. III B, before extracting three point ampli-
tudes via correlator fits. The resulting hadronic matrix
elements are then 〈Vµ〉 of Eq. (16) and 〈Tk0〉 of Eq. (18).
We have verified that results obtained this way are equiv-
alent to those obtained by separately fitting the leading
order and 1/mb correction data, to extract 〈V(0,1)µ 〉 and
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FIG. 6: Ensemble F2 fit results for the ground state
amplitude A
(0,0)
Vk(111)
vs. the number of states N .
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FIG. 7: Ensemble C3 fit results for a〈Vk〉 (defined in
Sec. III B) are shown for combinations of T used in
simultaneous fits. Colored bands correspond to the
“best-fit” combination T = 13, 14, 15.
〈T (0,1)k0 〉, and then combining these results per the match-
ing prescription. We adopt the method of first combin-
ing the data as fewer fits are required and correlations
between the leading order and 1/mb correction data are
automatically accounted for.
The amplitude AJ is extracted from a simultaneous
fit to two and three point data. Including three point
data at multiple separation times T improves the preci-
sion of extracted matrix elements, as shown in Fig. 7. By
studying fit results for 〈V0〉, 〈Vk〉, and 〈Tk0〉 for various T
combinations, we select a best-fit combination of T ’s to
include in the fit for each ensemble. Our choices, listed
in Table II, strike a balance between improved fit preci-
sion and the complexity of the fits and time required for
convergence.
For each ensemble we performed simultaneous fits in-
cluding the four smearing combinations of B meson two
point data, both smearing combinations of three point
data, and the combination of three point data T ’s listed
ens T ’s
C1 13, 14, 15
C2 13, 14, 15
C3 13, 14, 15
F1 23, 24
F2 21, 22, 24
TABLE II: Best-fit combinations of T ’s included in
simultaneous fits on each ensemble.
in Table II. We considered three variations of this fit
based on combinations of data for different momenta
and currents. In order of increasing complexity, we per-
formed:
fit1: separate fits to each current and each momentum,
fit2: one fit to each current, including all momenta, and
fit3: one fit including all currents and all momenta.
Results for the ground state three point amplitudes for
each fit, and priors used, are listed in Table VIII. The
central values vary between the different fits but the dif-
ferences are not statistically significant. Fit results for
the more complicated fits, fit2 and fit3, generally have
larger errors. We take fit1 results, given in Table III, for
use in the subsequent chiral/continuum and kinematic
extrapolation. For each ensemble we extract the full cor-
relation matrix for all form factors and momenta from
fit3 and combine it with fit1 errors to build the full co-
variance matrix.
Results for 〈Vµ〉 are converted to f‖,⊥ and then to f0,+
via Eqs. (3, 4, 5, 6). Results for 〈Tk0〉 are converted to
fT using Eq. (7). Results for f0, f+, and fT are listed in
Table III.
V. CHIRAL/CONTINUUM AND KINEMATIC
EXTRAPOLATION
We perform the chiral/continuum and kinematic ex-
trapolations in separate steps. We use the results of the
chiral/continuum extrapolation to generate a synthetic
data set to guide a subsequent kinematic extrapolation.
1. Chiral/Continuum Extrapolation
We perform the chiral/continuum extrapolation on the
data for f0, f+, and fT in Table III. For f0 and f+ this
is accomplished using fit ansa¨tze for f‖ and f⊥ based
on the partially quenched staggered chiral perturbation
theory of Ref. [29], with taste-breaking effects turned off,
and Eqs. (5, 6). Ref. [26] studied B semileptonic de-
cays using NRQCD b and asqtad light valence and sea
quarks. There, the chiral/continuum extrapolation was
performed using ChPT with and without the staggered
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(a) Fit to data for f0,+ on the coarse ensembles.
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(b) Fit to data for fT on the coarse ensembles.
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(c) Fit to data for f0,+ on the fine ensembles.
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(d) Fit to data for fT on the fine ensembles.
FIG. 8: Simultaneous chiral/continuum extrapolation to f0,+,T data. In each plot, curves indicate the fit to data on
each ensemble and the gray band shows the extrapolated physical result.
taste breaking terms. Negligible differences were found in
the results from these two approaches. The use of HISQ
valence light quarks is known [30] to reduce the already
small taste breaking effects seen in [26]. We therefore
omit the staggered ChPT taste breaking terms in favor
of generic, light quark mass-dependent discretization ef-
fects as described below. For fT we use the fact that, at
leading order in 1/mb, and for the large values of q2 at
which we simulate and extrapolate in this step, fT ≈ f+.
Furthermore, the shape of f+ at large q
2 is driven by f⊥.
We therefore use a fit ansatz for fT that has the same
form as that for f⊥ and uses the same chiral logs. The
fit ansa¨tze for f‖, f⊥, and fT are
f‖ =
κ
Fpi
(
1 + δf‖ +A‖ +H‖
)
D‖, (29)
f⊥ =
κ g/Fpi
EK + ∆∗ + δf
(1)
⊥
(
1 + δf
(2)
⊥ +A⊥ +H⊥
)
D⊥,
(30)
fT =
κT g/Fpi
EK + ∆∗ + δf
(1)
⊥
(
1 + δf
(2)
⊥ +AT +HT
)
DT ,
(31)
where: κ and κT are leading order low energy constants;
g is the BB∗pi coupling; ∆∗ is the B∗s − B splitting; the
δf ’s represent next-to-leading order (NLO) chiral logs
from [29]; A is a collection of NLO and next-to-next-
to-leading order (NNLO) chiral analytic terms; H is a
polynomial function of the kaon energy; and D contains
8ens f0(0, 0, 0) f0(1, 0, 0) f0(1, 1, 0) f0(1, 1, 1)
C1 0.8477(74) 0.7449(70) 0.6878(70) 0.6464(98)
C2 0.8518(90) 0.7199(70) 0.6484(49) 0.6027(68)
C3 0.8338(65) 0.7159(59) 0.6513(38) 0.6012(54)
F1 0.8396(51) 0.7158(50) 0.6502(42) 0.582(17)
F2 0.8356(46) 0.7159(44) 0.6397(52) 0.5987(56)
ens f+(1, 0, 0) f+(1, 1, 0) f+(1, 1, 1)
C1 1.982(28) 1.626(19) 1.380(17)
C2 1.827(26) 1.423(13) 1.199(19)
C3 1.748(18) 1.416(14) 1.197(15)
F1 1.784(27) 1.427(28) 1.168(29)
F2 1.805(28) 1.138(19) 1.191(29)
ens fT (1, 0, 0) fT (1, 1, 0) fT (1, 1, 1)
C1 1.706(25) 1.422(19) 1.220(24)
C2 1.607(29) 1.236(14) 1.053(23)
C3 1.555(22) 1.272(17) 1.083(23)
F1 1.615(31) 1.335(65) 1.046(31)
F2 1.667(32) 1.267(26) 1.090(34)
TABLE III: Fit1 results for the scalar, vector, and
tensor form factors on each ensemble and for each
simulated momentum.
discretization effects. Explicit expressions for the func-
tions A, H, and D are
A = a1
ml
mc
+ a2
ms
mc
+ a3
2m˜l + m˜s
m˜c
+ a4
(
ml
mc
)2
+ a5
(
ms
mc
)2
+ a6
(
2m˜l + m˜s
m˜c
)2
+ a7
mlms
m2c
+ a8
ml(2m˜l + m˜s)
mcm˜c
+ a9
ms(2m˜l + m˜s)
mcm˜c
+ a10
ml
mc
EK , (32)
H = h1EK + h2E
2
K + h3E
3
K , (33)
D = 1 + d1 (a/r1)
2
+ d2 (a/r1)
4
. (34)
Here A, H, D, and the coefficients ai, hi, and di, have
implicit indices ‖, ⊥, or T specifying the relevant form
factor. We use powers of bare HISQ (ml,s/mc) and asq-
tad (m˜l,s/m˜c) mass ratios for the analytic terms in A,
with values for the HISQ and asqtad charm quark masses
taken from [21]. These quark mass ratios are well defined
in the physical limit. The NLO valence mass coefficients
for f‖ and f⊥ are related by a
‖
1 + a
⊥
1 = a
‖
2 + a
⊥
2 [29]. To
obtain acceptable χ2 and stable fit results, we found it
necessary to include NNLO terms proportional to mlEK
and E3K . We note these terms were found to be necessary
in chiral/continuum extrapolations for B → pi semilep-
tonic data in [31].
As in [28] we account for heavy-quark discretization
effects by making the coefficients di mild functions of
amb,
d1 → d1(1 + f1 δxb + f2 δx2b ),
d2 → d2(1 + f3 δxb + f4 δx2b ), (35)
where δxb = amb − 2.26, chosen so that as amb varies
over the coarse and fine ensembles, −0.4 <∼ δxb <∼ 0.4.
Similarly, we allow for light-quark mass-dependent dis-
cretization effects by making the di mild functions of ml,
d1 → d1
(
1 + g1
ml
mc
+ g2
(ml
mc
)2 )
,
d2 → d2
(
1 + g3
ml
mc
+ g4
(ml
mc
)2 )
. (36)
As a result of these modifications, d1 in Eq. (34) is mul-
tiplied by (1 + f1δxb + f2δx
2
b)(1 + g1
ml
mc
+ g2(
ml
mc
)2), and
similarly for d2. For the chiral logs we follow [29] but
turn off taste-breaking effects. To the extent these effects
are present in our data, they should be accommodated
by the light-quark mass-dependent discretization terms
introduced in Eq. (36). As discussed below, we find neg-
ligible contribution from these effects in our fits. Finite
volume effects are included per [29]. Meson masses enter-
ing the chiral logs are computed using the leading order
relation between constituent quark masses mx,my and
the corresponding meson mass Mxy
M2xy = B0(mx +my), (37)
where B0 is a low energy constant. Results of a simulta-
neous fit to data for f0, f+, and fT , in which the χ
2/dof
is 35.1/50, are shown in Fig. 8. Values for priors and fit
results are collected in Tables IX and X. The stability of
these fit results with respect to changes in the fit ansa¨tze
are discussed at the end of the next section.
Chiral perturbation theory is not well-defined for kaon
energies above the chiral scale, Λχ. Taking the chiral
scale to be Λχ = 4piFpi suggests simulation data with
kaon energies above ∼ 1 GeV may not be described by
chiral perturbation theory. The data in question are
2pi/L(1, 1, 1) data for ensembles C2, C3, F1, and F2. En-
semble C1 has a larger spatial extent so the physical mo-
mentum corresponding to 2pi/L(1, 1, 1) is roughly equiva-
lent to the physical momenta for ensembles C2 and C3
with 2pi/L(1, 1, 0). We first note that, as shown in Fig. 8,
our chiral/continuum fit ansa¨tez do a good job of fitting
all simulation data, including data at “large” momenta.
Fig 9 shows the results of a chiral/continuum extrapo-
lation omitting the 2pi/L(1, 1, 1) data, except for that on
C1. Comparison of the physical bands in Figs. 8 and 9
shows consistent fit results. In Fig. 9 we extend the en-
semble chiral/continuum fit curves to energies beyond
the fitted region to show the level of agreement between
the fit curves and the omitted data. These comparisons
demonstrate that our chiral/continuum fit ansa¨tze ade-
quately describe all simulation data. Kinematic extrapo-
lation of synthetic data sets generated with and without
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FIG. 9: Simultaneous chiral/continuum extrapolation to f0,+,T data with EK < 1 GeV. Ensemble fit curves are
extended beyond the fitted region (dashed lines) to demonstrate the level of agreement with the 2pi/L(1, 1, 1) data.
The error bands (not shown) for the ensemble curves are comparable in width to the physical band.
the 2pi/L(1, 1, 1) data produces similar extrapolated bands
over the full kinematic range of q2. At q2 = 0, where
agreement is the worst, the results remain consistent at
the level of ∼1σ.
2. Kinematic Extrapolation
Using the fit results from the previous section, includ-
ing the 2pi/L(1, 1, 1) data, we generate a synthetic data
set of physical values for f0, f+, and fT , restricted to
the range of q2 for which the simulations are performed.
These data are then extrapolated to the full kinematic
range of q2 using the z expansion [32–34]. We varied the
number of data points in the synthetic data set between
6 and 12 and found the fit results to be largely insensitive
to changes in this range, provided correlations among the
synthetic data points are accounted for. We use 6 syn-
thetic data points per form factor in our final fit result.
The synthetic data points are highly correlated and it is
necessary to introduce a sizable singular value decompo-
sition cut (in the range 10−3 to 10−2) when inverting the
covariance matrix. The synthetic data points are shown
in Fig. 10.
The z expansion maps the kinematic variable q2 onto
z(q2, t0),
z(q2, t0) =
√
t+ − q2 −√t+ − t0√
t+ − q2 +√t+ − t0
, (38)
where t± = (MB±MK)2 and t0 is a free parameter whose
choice determines the values z assumes over the kine-
matic range of q2. The size of the interval (zmin, zmax)
is largely independent of t0 and the optimum choice of
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FIG. 10: Synthetic data points from the
chiral/continuum extrapolation relative to the standard
z expansion fit results.
t0 results in zmin ≈ −zmax [32]. We considered sev-
eral possible values and found t0 ≈ 14.8 GeV2 results
in −0.15 < z < 0.15. This is similar to the recom-
mendations of Becher and Hill [35], t0 = t+ − (t2+ −
t+t−)1/2 ≈ 14.65 GeV2, and Bourrely, Caprini, and Lel-
louch (BCL) [34], t0 = (MB + MK)(
√
MB −
√
MK)
2 ≈
14.69 GeV2. We use the BCL parameterization for the
z expansion below and also choose their recommended
value of t0.
Based on the BCL [34] parameterization for f+, we fit
the form factors to
f0(q
2) =
K∑
k=0
a0k z(q
2)k, (39)
fi(q
2) =
1
Pi(q2)
K−1∑
k=0
aik
[
z(q2)k − (−1)k−K k
K
z(q2)K
]
,
(40)
where i = +, T . The expected scaling behavior of f+
at large q2 leads to a constraint involving the k = K
term in the sum. For the reasons discussed in Sec. V 1
we expect fT to display q
2-scaling behavior similar to
that of f+ and we therefore impose the same K con-
straint when fitting the tensor data. We performed fits
for f+ and fT with and without this constraint and found
negligible difference. We also impose the kinematic con-
straint f0(0) = f+(0) by adding an additional data point
at q2 = 0, equal to 0 ± , and defining the fit function
at this data point to be f+(0) − f0(0). The value of 
is chosen small, though non-zero to avoid singularities
when inverting the covariance matrix. In practice, val-
ues ranging from 10−3 to 10−14 give indistinguishable fit
results.
In Eq. (40) the Blaschke factor Pi(q
2) accounts for
poles above the physical range of q2 but below the BK
production threshold, ie. t− < q2 < t+. The resonances
responsible for the poles must have quantum numbers
consistent with the flavor-changing current being consid-
ered. Within this energy range there are no JP = 0+
bound states, and therefore no Blaschke factor for f0,
the only vector JP = 1− state is the B∗, and there are
no known tensor JP = 2− states. However, the tensor
current is equivalent to the vector current at leading or-
der in 1/mb. We therefore take the pole for the tensor
form factor to lie at the same location as the vector pole,
but with a width 100 times larger. The Blaschke factors
are then
P+(q
2) = 1− q2/(Mpole+ )2, (41)
PT (q
2) = 1− q2/(MpoleT )2, (42)
and we parameterize the pole masses in terms of split-
tings above the B meson mass
Mpole+ = MB + ∆
∗
+, (43)
MpoleT = MB + ∆
∗
T . (44)
We apply Eqs. (39, 40) separately to f0,+,T in a simul-
taneous, correlated fit to the synthetic data sets gener-
ated from the chiral/continuum extrapolation. We take
as our result the fit using K = 3. The fit has a χ2/dof
of 8.58/11.
We study the stability of the fit results to numerous
modifications to the fit ansa¨tze. For purposes of compar-
ison, we study the effects of these modifications on the
values of f0,T (q
2 = 0). This point is furthest from the
region of q2 for which simulation data exists and exhibits
maximum sensitivity to changes in the fit ansa¨tze. The
kinematic constraint ensures the fit results for f0,+(0) are
equivalent. The modifications studied are:
1. Perform the z expansion through O(z2).
2. Perform the z expansion through O(z4).
3. Drop the heavy-quark mass-dependent discretiza-
tion effects from the di in the chiral/continuum fit
ansa¨tze.
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FIG. 11: Two-step extrapolation results for f0,T (0), the
left-most points, are stable under various modifications
to the fit ansatz. Fit quality is represented by the sum
of χ2’s from the chiral/continuum and z expansion fits,
with a total of 61 degrees of freedom. The x-axis label
corresponds to the modifications listed in the text.
4. Drop the light-quark mass-dependent discretiza-
tion effects from the di in the chiral/continuum fit
ansa¨tze.
5. Drop the finite volume effects from the chi-
ral/continuum fit ansa¨tze.
6. Drop the NNLO analytic sea and strange quark
mass terms, ie. those associated with the coeffi-
cients a5, ..., a9 in Eq. (32).
7. Add a constraint based on the heavy quark, large
recoil (small q2) symmetry relationship among the
form factors [36, 37]
fT (q
2) =
MB(MB +MK)
q2
[
f+(q
2)− f0(q2)
]
, (45)
which, in the q2 → 0 limit, gives
fT (0) = MB(MB +MK)
(
∂f+
∂q2
− ∂f0
∂q2
)∣∣∣∣
q2=0
. (46)
To impose this constraint we add to the fit an
additional data point at q2 = 0, given by 0 ±
ΛQCD/mb, and define the fit function to be l.h.s. −
r.h.s. of Eq. (46), where the slopes of the form fac-
tors at q2 = 0 are evaluated numerically. The error
for this data point accommodates higher order ef-
fects from the 1/mb expansion and we conservatively
take ΛQCD/mb ∼ 0.2.
Fig. 11 shows the results of these tests and demon-
strates that our fit results are stable against reasonable
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FIG. 12: Form factors from the two-step
chiral/continuum and kinematic extrapolation over the
full kinematic range of q2. The error bands include only
fit errors and do not account for the additional
systematic errors addressed in Sec. VI C.
modifications to the fit ansa¨tze. Tests 1 and 2, together
with the final fit results, show that by O(z3) the z ex-
pansion fit results and χ2 have stabilized. The fit errors
have also saturated by O(z3) and account for the error
associated with truncating the z expansion. In tests 3
and 4 we drop heavy- and light-quark mass-dependent
discretization effects, as introduced in Eqs. (35, 36), and
find negligible change in our fit results. We drop finite
volume effects from the chiral/continuum extrapolation
in test 5 and find a slightly lower χ2 but little impact
on fit results. Test 6 demonstrates the insensitivity of
our fit results to NNLO sea and strange quark chiral an-
alytic terms. In test 7 we study the consistency of our
fit results with the expected symmetry relation among
the form factors, valid for heavy quarks and large re-
coil, and find excellent agreement. In addition to these
tests we have verified the consistency of our results for
f0(0) and f+(0) with and without the kinematic con-
straint f0(0) = f+(0). Without the constraint, f0(0) and
12
f+(0) central values shift by ∼ σ/2, the errors increase by
∼40%, and the constraint remains satisfied within errors.
In Fig. 12 we plot the extrapolated form factors over
the full kinematic range of q2. The error bands represent
errors associated with the fit and do not include addi-
tional systematic errors discussed in Sec. VI C below.
Lattice calculations of B semileptonic decay form fac-
tors suffer from the need to perform a significant extrapo-
lation in q2 – simulation data in this analysis have largest
momenta of 2pi/L(1, 1, 1), which corresponds to a smallest
simulated q2 of ∼ 17 GeV2. An obvious way to improve
lattice form factor calculations is to include data at larger
momenta, thereby reducing the kinematic extrapolation.
Though the ability of chiral perturbation theory to de-
scribe our simulation data at the “large” lattice momenta
2pi/L(1, 1, 1) was demonstrated in Sec. V 1, its applicabil-
ity to larger momenta is doubtful. Hard pion chiral per-
turbation theory [38] may provide a way to handle larger
lattice momenta and we intend to study its effectiveness
in future B(s) semileptonic decay analyses. Another ap-
proach that may prove useful in this regard is a simulta-
neous chiral/continuum and kinematic extrapolation via
the modified z expansion, introduced in [23, 24]. We ap-
ply this method to our B → K`+`− data in Appendix
A and verify results consistent with Fig. 12 are obtained.
VI. FORM FACTOR RESULTS
In this section we summarize final results, with com-
plete error budgets, for the form factors obtained in
Sec. V.
An advantage of constrained curve fitting is the abil-
ity to incorporate certain errors directly in the fit. For
example, the uncertainty associated with input param-
eters is built into the fit by making these quantities fit
parameters with widths set by their uncertainty. Part of
the resulting fit error is then due to these uncertainties.
Using the method outlined in Ref. [39], we extract the
components of the fit errors and plot them, as a percent-
age of the central value, in Fig. 13. The three plots on
the left (Figs. 13a, 13c, and 13e) show errors for the chi-
ral/continuum extrapolation and the three plots on the
right (Figs. 13b, 13d, and 13f) show errors for the subse-
quent kinematic extrapolation. In each plot the sum in
quadrature of the listed errors yields the total fit error in
percent, corresponding to the fit bands in Fig. 12. Listed
errors are groupings of the errors associated with related
fit parameters and are described in detail below.
A. Chiral/Continuum Extrapolation Fit Errors
Here we discuss the components of the fit errors from
the chiral/continuum extrapolation of Sec. V 1. The
components of the fit errors are plotted in Figs. 13a, 13c,
and 13e over the region of q2 for which simulation data
exists and for which the chiral/continuum extrapolation
is performed. The components of the fit errors are:
• chiral: The chiral extrapolation error is the sum
in quadrature of the errors due to uncertainty in
the ai of Eq. (32), the hi of Eq. (33), and the ap-
propriate leading order low energy constant κ(T ).
The resulting error describes fit uncertainty due to
the extrapolation in light-quark mass, slight inter-
polation in strange-quark mass due to mistuning,
small mass differences due to the mixed action used
in the simulation, and the EK dependence intro-
duced in H and via the NNLO term with coefficient
a10. For f+,T our simulation data is restricted to
17 GeV2 <∼ q2 <∼ 21 GeV2. Extrapolation beyond
the region of simulated q2 leads to an increase in
their error at large q2.
• disc.: The chiral/continuum extrapolation in-
cludes discretization effects via the di terms of
Eq. (34). These terms are modified to incorporate
potential heavy-quark mass-dependent discretiza-
tion effects via the fi terms introduced in Eq. (35)
and further modified via Eq. (36) to include pos-
sible light-quark mass-dependent discretization ef-
fects from the gi terms. In the reported discretiza-
tion error we combine these effects by adding in
quadrature the form factor errors due to uncer-
tainty in the di, fi, and gi.
• stat.: The statistical error is the error associated
with the uncertainty in the data being fit, ie. the
errors from form factor data of Table III.
• inputs: The input error is the sum in quadrature
of the errors associated with the “Group I” priors
of Table IX.
B. Kinematic Extrapolation Fit Errors
Here we discuss the components of the fit errors
from the kinematic extrapolation, performed via z ex-
pansion in Sec. V 2. The components are plotted in
Figs. 13b, 13d, and 13f over the full kinematic range of
q2. The region of q2 for which simulation data exist is
indicated in the plots. The components of the fit errors
are:
• stat.: This is the statistical error associated
with the synthetic data generated from the chi-
ral/continuum extrapolation. It is composed of
components whose individual contributions are
shown in Figs. 13a, 13c, and 13e, and described
above.
• z exp.: This is the error in the form factors due
to uncertainty in the coefficients ak of the z expan-
sion in Eqs. (39, 40). A comparison in Fig. 11 of
our final fit results with those from tests 1 and 2
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FIG. 13: Breakdown, by percentage, of form factor fit errors from the two-step chiral/continuum and kinematic
extrapolations plotted in relevant regions of q2. Plots on the left show fit errors from the chiral/continuum
extrapolation and represent the error budget for the synthetic data used in the kinematic extrapolation. Plots on
the right show the fit errors for the kinematic extrapolation. The total % fit error for the form factors is the sum in
quadrature of the three components of the kinematic extrapolation fit error.
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shows that by O(z3) our fit errors have saturated.
Therefore, these errors also include the error asso-
ciated with truncating the z expansion at O(z3).
The error associated with the z expansion grows as
we extrapolate beyond the region of q2 for which
simulation data exist.
• inputs: The input error is the sum in quadrature
of the errors from the parameters labled “Group I”
priors in Table XI.
C. Additional Systematic Errors
In addition to the errors accounted for directly in the
fit, several other systematic errors must be addressed:
• matching: With the matching coefficients calcu-
lated in [25], we find the O(αs, ΛQCD/mb, αs/amb)
contributions to 〈V0〉 to be ∼4%, of which ∼3.5%
comes from the one loopO(αs) correction and <1%
from the NRQCD matching via 〈J (1),sub0 〉. For 〈Vk〉
we find the leading order corrections to be ∼ 2%
with ∼ 1% coming from the O(αs) correction and
< 1% from the NRQCD matching. We estimate
higher order corrections based on observed leading
order effects and conservatively use the larger 4%.
We consider the following options for estimating
the size of higher order terms.
(i.) It can be argued that higher order corrections
should be suppressed by a factor of αs relative to
the observed 4% leading order corrections, resulting
in an estimated matching error of O(αs × 0.04), or
∼1%. We can alternatively characterize the higher
order corrections by the size of the higher order
matching coefficients. If we were to multiply the
r.h.s. of Eq. (16) by 1 + ρ2 loopα
2
s and assume
the matching coefficient for the O(α2s) correction is
approximately the same size as the coefficient of the
O(αs) correction, ∼0.1, then the O(α2s) correction
would be ∼1%.
(ii.) More conservatively, we could argue that
higher order corrections should be no larger than
the observed leading order corrections and there-
fore estimate the matching error at 4%. This is
equivalent to taking the O(α2s) matching coefficient
to be four times larger than the O(αs) matching co-
efficient ρ
(V0)
0 (13 times larger than ρ
(Vk)
0 ).
(iii.) Alternatively, and following the approach
taken in [26], we could argue that higher order
corrections are O(α2s), giving an estimated match-
ing error of 9%. This is equivalent to assuming an
O(α2s) matching coefficient that is 10 times larger
than ρ
(V0)
0 (29 times larger than ρ
(Vk)
0 ). We note
that, absent knowledge of the O(αs) matching co-
efficients, this approach suggests a leading order
f0(0) = f+(0) fT (0)
this work 0.319± 0.066 0.270± 0.095
Becˇirevic´ et al. [1] 0.33± 0.04 0.31± 0.04
Khodjamirian et al. [7] 0.34+0.05−0.02 0.39
+0.05
−0.03
TABLE IV: Comparison of form factor results at q2 = 0.
contribution of O(αs) ≈ 30%, nearly an order of
magnitude larger than what is observed.
Given that approach (iii.) significantly overesti-
mates the leading order contribution and approach
(i.) does not allow for the possibility of a moderate
increase in the O(α2s) matching coefficients relative
to the O(αs) matching coefficient, we choose ap-
proach (ii.) and estimate the matching error to be
4%.
• electromagnetic and isospin breaking effects:
Our lattice simulation uses degenerate light quarks
and omits electromagnetic effects. The hadronic
matrix elements calculated on the lattice are there-
fore isospin symmetric. By adjusting the meson
masses used in the subsequent chiral/continuum
and kinematic extrapolations, we estimate the
“kinematic” effects of omitting electromagnetic and
isospin symmetry breaking in our simulation to be
<∼ 1%. It is more difficult to determine the size of
the full effects though, in general, electromagnetic
and isospin effects are expected to be sub-percent.
We assume the error in our form factor calcula-
tion due to these effects is negligible when added in
quadrature to the errors discussed above.
• charm sea quarks: Our simulations include up,
down, and strange sea quarks and we assume omit-
ted charm sea quark effects are negligible. This
has been the case for processes in which it has been
possible and appropriate to perturbatively estimate
effects of charm quarks in the sea [40].
Of the additional systematic errors, only the matching
error is non-negligible. We propagate the 4% matching
error on the matrix elements to an error on the form
factors. We obtain the total error on our form factors
by adding in quadrature, at each value of q2, the propa-
gated 4% matching error to the error obtained from the
covariance matrix of Table XII. Our form factors, with
full error bands, are shown in Fig. 14, and their values
at q2 = 0 are given in Table IV where they’re compared
with results from a quenched lattice calculation [1] and
light cone sum rules [7].
In the works of Bobeth et al. [5, 41] the ratios of
form factors f0/f+ and fT /f+ play an important role
in constraining new physics. The ratio f0/f+ controls
m`-suppressed Standard Model contributions, important
for future B → Kτ+τ− studies and beyond the Stan-
dard Model scalar and pseudoscalar contributions. This
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FIG. 14: Final results for the form factors, including all
sources of error. The shaded gray band indicates the
region of q2 for which simulation data exists.
ratio also provides a test of large q2 operator product ex-
pansion and Isgur-Wise relations (c.f. Ref. [5]) and low
q2 symmetry relations based on QCD factorization (c.f.
Ref. [41]). The ratio fT /f+ controls beyond the Stan-
dard Model tensor contributions and provides a check of
the low q2 symmetry relations. These ratios are shown
in Fig. 15.
D. Reconstructing the Form Factors
To reconstruct the form factors, one should use the
fit result central values for the coefficients a0,+,Tk of the z
expansion in Table XI, together with Eqs. (39, 40); values
for z obtained from Eq. (38) and surrounding text; and
Blaschke factors Pi defined in Eqs. (41, 42, 43, 44), with
values for the pole mass splittings ∆∗i from Table XI. To
obtain correct results for the errors, the full covariance
matrix of Table XII must be used and the resulting errors
increased by 4% to account for the additional systematic
errors discussed in Sec. VI C.
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FIG. 15: Ratios of form factors with (gray) error band
calculated using correlations between the form factors.
Note the dominant additional systematic error comes
from matching, and is therefore an error associated with
the hadronic matrix elements of Eqs. (3, 4, 7). We have
verified that propagating a 4% error, applied to the ma-
trix elements, to the form factors f0,+,T is equivalent to
applying the error directly to the form factors.
VII. PHENOMENOLOGY
In Ref. [18], we use the form factor results to calcu-
late several Standard Model observables that either allow
comparison with experiment or make predictions. Here
we provide, for completeness, the necessary relations be-
tween the various observables and the form factors.
As discussed in Sec. VI C, our form factor results are,
within errors, equivalent for B0 → K0`+`−, B¯0 →
K¯0`+`−, and B± → K±`+`−. The observables we cal-
culate from the form factors introduce additional depen-
dence on MB , MK , and τB . Here, and in [18], we calcu-
late isospin averaged values for all reported observables.
Additional input parameters are required and values used
are provided in Table V. Errors associated with each in-
16
parameter value Ref.
mc 1.275(25) GeV [42]
mb 4.18(3) GeV [42]
MB0 5.27958(17) GeV [42]
τB0 1.519(7) ps [42]
MK0 0.497614(24) GeV [42]
MB± 5.27925(17) GeV [42]
τB± 1.641(8) ps [42]
MK± 0.497677(16) GeV [42]
1/αEW 128.957(20) [43]
|VtbV ∗ts| 0.0405(8) [44]
C1(mb) -0.257(5) [45, 46]
C2(mb) 1.009(20) [45, 46]
C3(mb) -0.0050(1) [45, 46]
C4(mb) -0.078(2) [45, 46]
C5(mb) 0.000(0) [45, 46]
C6(mb) 0.001(0) [45, 46]
Ceff7 (mb) -0.304(6) [45, 46]
Ceff9 (mb) 4.211(84) + Y (q
2) [45, 46]
Ceff10 (mb) -4.103(82) [45, 46]
TABLE V: Input parameters used to calculate Standard
Model observables. Parameters not listed here are
unambiguously specified in the PDG [42].
put parameter are propagated to the error reported for
each observable [47]. We begin with the differential de-
cay rate. Following the notation of Ref. [1] and restricting
ourselves to the Standard Model we write
dΓ`
dq2
= 2a` +
2
3
c`, (47)
where a` and c` are given by
a` = C
[
q2|FP |2 + λ
4
(|FA|2 + |FV |2) + 4m2`M2B |FA|2
+ 2m`(M
2
B −M2K + q2)Re(FPF ∗A)
]
, (48)
c` = −Cλβ
2
`
4
(|FA|2 + |FV |2), (49)
with
C = G
2
Fα
2
EW |VtbV ∗ts|2
29pi5M3B
β`
√
λ, (50)
λ = q4 +M4B +M
4
K − 2(M2BM2K +M2Bq2 +M2Kq2),
(51)
β` =
√
1− 4m2`/q2. (52)
The Standard Model expressions for FP,V,A are
FP = −m`Ceff10
[
f+ − M
2
B −M2K
q2
(f0 − f+)
]
, (53)
FV = C
eff
9 f+ +
2mb
MB +MK
Ceff7 fT , (54)
FA = C
eff
10 f+. (55)
We take values for the Wilson coefficients from Ref. [45]
with estimated errors of 2% [46]. The Wilson coefficient
Ceff9 is a function of q
2 through
Y (q2) =
4
3
C3 +
64
9
C5 +
64
27
C6
− 1
2
h(q2, 0)
(
C3 +
4
3
C4 + 16C5 +
64
3
C6
)
+ h(q2,mc)
(
4
3
C1 + C2 + 6C3 + 60C5
)
(56)
− 1
2
h(q2,mb)
(
7C3 +
4
3
C4 + 76C5 +
64
3
C6
)
,
where
h(q2,m) = −4
9
(
ln
m2
q2
− 2
3
− x
)
− 4
9
(2 + x)
×

√
x− 1 arctan 1√
x−1 , x > 1√
1− x
(
ln 1+
√
1−x√
x
− ipi2
)
, x ≤ 1, (57)
and x = 4m2/q2. To compare with experiment, calcu-
lated decay rates are converted to branching fractions
using the B meson’s mean lifetime, B` = Γ`τB . In [18]
we calculate: Standard Model differential branching frac-
tions; branching fractions integrated over experimen-
tally motivated q2 bins; and ratios of branching frac-
tions. Where possible, we compare with experimental
results from BABAR [13], Belle [14], CDF [15], and
LHCb [16, 17].
The angular distribution of the differential decay rate
is given by
1
Γ`
dΓ`
d cos θ`
=
1
2
F `H +A
`
FB cos θ`+
3
4
(1−F `H)(1− cos2 θ`),
(58)
where θ` is the angle between the B and `
− as measured
in the dilepton rest frame. The “flat term” F `H , intro-
duced by Bobeth et al. in Ref. [41], is suppressed by
m2` in the Standard Model and potentially sensitive to
new physics [1, 5]. The “forward-backward asymmetry”
A`FB is zero in the Standard Model (up to negligible QED
contributions [41, 48]) so is also a sensitive probe of new
physics. The flat term in the angular distribution is given
by [41]
F `H(q
2
low, q
2
high) =
∫ q2high
q2low
dq2 (a` + c`)∫ q2high
q2low
dq2 (a` +
1
3c`)
. (59)
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FIG. 16: The flat term in the angular distribution of
the differential decay rate for (top) a light dilepton final
state and (bottom) a ditau final state.
This observable is constructed as a ratio to reduce un-
certainties. In [18] we evaluate F e,µ,τH in experimentally
motivated q2 bins. Taking a` and c` as average values for
a bin centered at q2 = 1/2(q2low+q
2
high), the q
2 dependence
of F `H is given by
F `H(q
2) =
a` + c`
a` +
1
3c`
. (60)
Standard Model predictions are shown in Fig. 16 for each
of the dilepton final states.
VIII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Using NRQCD b and HISQ light valence quarks with
the MILC 2 + 1 dynamical asqtad configurations, we re-
port on the first unquenched lattice QCD calculation of
the form factors for the rare decay B → K`+`−. We ex-
trapolate our form factor results over the full kinematic
range of q2 using the model-independent z expansion.
Using our form factor results we determine ratios of
form factors, useful both in constraining new physics and
verifying effective field theory relations; discuss the calcu-
lation of Standard Model differential branching fractions;
and calculate the flat term in the angular distribution of
the differential decay rate. In [18] we present a detailed
study of the phenomenological implications of these form
factors on several Standard Model observables, including
comparison with experiments and previous calculations.
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Appendix A: Modified z Expansion
In recent D → K(pi) semileptonic decay analyses we
developed the modified z expansion [23, 24] in which the
chiral/continuum and kinematic extrapolations are per-
formed in a single step. These works, and our more re-
cent D → K analysis [49], demonstrate the utility of
the modified z expansion in semileptonic D decays. The
kinematic extrapolations required for semileptonic D de-
cays are, however, mild compared to those needed for
semileptonic B decays. In addition to the two-step chi-
ral/continuum and kinematic extrapolation of Sec. V, we
perform the extrapolations simultaneously via the mod-
ified z expansion. This allows us to test the modified z
expansion for semileptonic decays requiring sizable kine-
matic extrapolation and provides a consistency check of
our final results. We modify the BCL parameterized z
expansion [34] and fit the form factor data to
f0(q
2) = B0
K∑
k=0
a0kD
0
k z(q
2)k, (A1)
fi(q
2) =
Bi
Pi(q2)
K−1∑
k=0
aikD
i
k
[
z(q2)k − (−1)k−K k
K
z(q2)K
]
,
(A2)
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where i = +, T and
B = 1 + b1(aEK)
2 + b2(aEK)
4, (A3)
Dk = 1 + c
(k)
1 xl + c
(k)
2 xl(log xl + δ) + c
(k)
3 δxs
+ d
(k)
1 (a/r1)
2 + d
(k)
2 (a/r1)
4
+ e(k)
(
1
2δM
2
pi + δM
2
K
)
, (A4)
xl =
(MHISQpi )
2
(4piFpi)2
, (A5)
δxs =
(MHISQηs )
2 −M2
ηphyss
(4piFpi)2
, (A6)
δM2pi,K =
(Masqtadpi,K )
2 − (MHISQpi,K )2
(4piFpi)2
. (A7)
Indices specifying the form factor (0,+, T ) are implicitly
assumed in Eqs. (A3, A4) above.
In the modified z expansion P and z are calculated sep-
arately for each ensemble using simulation masses and
momenta. We include the function B to account for
momentum-dependent discretization effects. The func-
tion Dk contains the NLO chiral analytic terms with co-
efficients ci, e, and d1 and the NNLO d2 term. The c1 and
c2 terms extrapolate in light quark mass and accommo-
date finite volume effects via a shift in the chiral log [50].
We calculate the shift δ for each ensemble using
δ =
4
MpiL
∑
r 6=0
K1(rMpiL)
r
, (A8)
where r is a three-vector whose integer components run
over all lattice sites (r = |r|) and K1 is the order one
modified Bessel function of the second kind. To take the
infinite volume limit, we set δ = 0. The c3 term ab-
sorbs strange quark mass mistuning by comparing the
ηs meson mass obtained from simulation strange quark
masses [23] to the “physical” ηs mass from [51]. The e
term absorbs slight differences between the valence and
sea quark masses due to our mixed (HISQ and asqtad) ac-
tion. The di terms account for discretization effects. As
in Eq. (35) we account for heavy-quark mass-dependent
discretization effects by making the d
(k)
i mild functions
of amb
d
(k)
1 → d(k)1 (1 + f (k)1 δxb + f (k)2 δx2b ),
d
(k)
2 → d(k)2 (1 + f (k)3 δxb + f (k)4 δx2b ), (A9)
with δxb as defined in Sec. V 1. Light-quark mass-
dependent discretization effects are similarly accounted
for
d
(k)
1 → d(k)1 (1 + g(k)1 xl + g(k)2 x2l ),
d
(k)
2 → d(k)2 (1 + g(k)3 xl + g(k)4 x2l ). (A10)
As a result of these two modifications, d
(k)
1 in Eq. (A4) is
multiplied by (1+f
(k)
1 δxb+f
(k)
2 δx
2
b)(1+g
(k)
1 xl+g
(k)
2 x
2
l ),
and similarly for d
(k)
2 .
We impose the kinematic constraint f0(0) = f+(0)
ensemble by ensemble using the method outlined in
Sec. V 2. The selection of priors for the simultaneous,
modified z expansion is discussed in Sec. B 6, where prior
values and fit results are listed in Tables XIII and XIV.
Fit results for each ensemble, along with the physical
extrapolated band, are shown in Fig. 17. A comparison
of these plots to those of the chiral/continuum extrapo-
lation in Fig. 8 demonstrates the consistency of the two
approaches in the region of q2 for which we simulate. The
χ2/dof for this fit is 35.7/60.
Note that no synthetic data points are needed in the
modified z expansion approach and the results are rel-
evant over the full range of q2. Extrapolated physical
results from the modified z expansion are shown over the
full kinematic range of q2 in Fig. 18.
We study the stability of these fit results under varia-
tions of the fit ansa¨tze. As in Sec. V 2 we consider how
fit variations impact χ2 and the values of extrapolated
fit results at q2 = 0. We take as our standard fit ansa¨tze
Eqs. (A1, A2) with K = 3 and Dk as in Eq. (A4) with
the modifications of Eqs. (35, 36). We test the stability
of modified z expansion fits with respect to the following
modifications:
1. Perform z expansion through O(z2).
2. Perform z expansion through O(z4).
3. Drop the NLO analytic sea-quark mass term
e(k)
(
1
2δM
2
pi + δM
2
K
)
from Dk.
4. Drop the NLO analytic strange valence-quark mass
term c
(k)
3 δxs from Dk.
5. Drop the NLO analytic light valence-quark mass
term c
(k)
1 xl from Dk.
6. Drop the discretization term d
(k)
2 (a/r1)
4 from Dk.
7. Drop the momentum dependent discretization term
b2(aEK)
4 from Eq. (A3).
8. Drop the amb-dependent discretization effects from
the d
(k)
i .
9. Drop the light-quark mass-dependent discretization
effects from the d
(k)
i .
10. Drop the finite volume effects.
11. Add all possible NNLO analytic terms:
Dk = Eq. (A4) + h
(k)x2l + i
(k)
(
1
2δM
2
pi + δM
2
K
)2
+ j(k)δx2s + k
(k)xlδxs + l
(k)xl
(
1
2δM
2
pi + δM
2
K
)
+ m(k)δxs
(
1
2δM
2
pi + δM
2
K
)
+ n(k)δxs(a/r1)
2
+ o(k)xl(a/r1)
2 + p(k)
(
1
2δM
2
pi + δM
2
K
)
(a/r1)
2.(A11)
12. Add the static limit constraint as in test 8 of
Sec. V 2.
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FIG. 17: Results of the simultaneous, modified z expansion fit to the data for f0, f+, and fT . In each plot, curves
indicate the fit to data on each ensemble and the gray band shows the extrapolated physical result.
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FIG. 18: Modified z expansion curves for the form factors over the full kinematic range of q2. The width of the
plotted bands shows the error associated with the fit and omits additional systematic errors discussed in Sec. VI C.
Fig. 19 shows the results of these tests for f0(0) and fT (0) – the kinematic constraint ensures f+(0) is equiv-
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FIG. 19: Modified z expansionion results for f0,T (0),
the left-most points, are stable under various
modifications to the fit ansatz. The x-axis label
corresponds to the modifications listed in the text.
alent to f0(0). Tests 1 and 2 show that by O(z3) the fit
central values have stabilized and the errors have satu-
rated. Adding additional terms of higher order in z has
no effect on the fit. This suggests our fit errors include
an adequate estimate of the error associated with trun-
cating the z expansion. Tests 3 and 4 have no noticeable
effect on the fit and indicate effects due to mixed ac-
tion mass differences and strange quark mass mistunings
are negligible. Test 5 results in a slight increase in χ2.
To ensure errors associated with truncating the pertur-
bative chiral expansion are accounted for in our fit, we
include this term. Tests 6, 7, and 8 show consistent fit
central values. We include the tested terms to ensure the
error associated with these discretization effects is ac-
commodated in our fit result. Test 9 shows no noticeable
change in fit central values or errors and indicates that,
to the extent they are present in our data, light-quark
mass-dependent discretization effects such as taste viola-
tions are adequately accounted for by other discretization
terms in the fit ansatz. Test 10 shows finite volume ef-
fects to be negligible. Test 11 includes all NNLO chiral
analytic terms and shows negligible change in fit central
values, errors, or χ2 relative to our final result. This in-
dicates our final result adequately accounts for fit errors
associated with truncating the chiral expansion. Test
12 adds the fit constraint derived from Hill’s [37] static
limit relation in Eq. (45) and demonstrates excellent con-
sistency of the fit results with the symmetry relation. In
addition to these tests we have verified the consistency
of fit results for f0(0) and f+(0) with and without the
kinematic constraint f0(0) = f+(0). With the constraint
removed, fit result central values for f0(0) and f+(0) shift
by ∼ 0.1σ and fit errors increase by ∼ 25%. The con-
straint remains satisfied within errors.
Results of the two-step chiral/continuum and kine-
matic extrapolation presented in Sec. V are compared
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FIG. 20: Comparison of form factors obtained from the
two step chiral/continuum and kinematic extrapolation
(darker shade) and those obtained from the modified z
expansion (lighter shade).
to those of the modified z expansion in Fig. 20. The
modified z expansion is shown to be consistent with the
two-step analysis in semileptonic decays requiring signif-
icant extrapolation in q2.
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FIG. 21: B meson effective mass (top) and amplitude
(bottom) plots for ensemble C3. Shaded bands indicate
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Appendix B: Prior Selection and Fit Results
In this section of the appendix we discuss the selection
of priors for each of the fits performed in this work. We
also provide comparison of fit results with the priors.
1. B Meson Correlators
Priors for the ground state masses and amplitudes are
obtained from the long time behavior of the effective mass
M effB (t) =
1
2
log
[
CαβB (t)
CαβB (t+ 2)
]
, (B1)
prior[aE
sim(0)
B ] ∼ M effB (long t), (B2)
ens aE
sim(0)
B b
l(0) bs(0)
C1 prior 0.49(21) 0.114(26) 0.78(16)
fit 0.4997(14) 0.12011(99) 0.8194(31)
C2 prior 0.51(15) 0.130(20) 0.84(18)
fit 0.5084(19) 0.1242(13) 0.8191(52)
C3 prior 0.51(15) 0.130(20) 0.78(13)
fit 0.5118(23) 0.1269(20) 0.8379(73)
F1 prior 0.38(13) 0.071(13) 0.73(11)
fit 0.3820(16) 0.0733(12) 0.7705(65)
F2 prior 0.39(9) 0.079(13) 0.80(11)
fit 0.3863(16) 0.0752(14) 0.7828(78)
TABLE VI: B meson ground state priors and fit results.
and amplitude
Cαβ,effB (t) = C
αβ
B (t) e
MeffB t, (B3)
prior[bα(0) bβ(0)] = Cαβ,effB (long t). (B4)
Representative effective mass and amplitude plots are
shown in Fig. 21. Values for ground state priors, and
fit results, are given in Table VI. Excited state mass and
amplitude priors are based on the PDG [42] and set ac-
cording to
bα(n>0) = 0.1± 1.0,
E
sim(1)
B − Esim(0)B = (400± 200) MeV,
E
sim(n+2)
B − Esim(n)B = (600± 600) MeV. (B5)
Positive parity oscillating states are represented by
E
sim(odd)
B and negative parity even states by E
sim(even)
B .
Positive energy splittings are guaranteed by parameteriz-
ing them as δ = log(∆E) and fitting δ, then reconstruct-
ing the towers of states using exp(δ).
2. Kaon Correlators
Priors for the ground state energies and amplitudes
are obtained from the long time behavior of the effective
mass
2M effK(p)(t) = cosh
−1
[
CK(t+ 2; p) + CK(t− 2; p)
2CK(t; p)
]
,
(B6)
prior[aE
(0)
K(p)] ∼ M effK(p)(long t), (B7)
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FIG. 22: Kaon, with momentum 2pi/L(1, 1, 0), effective
mass (top) and amplitude (bottom) plots for ensemble
F2. Shaded bands indicate the choice of priors for
aM
(0)
K and d
(0)
110.
and effective amplitude
CeffK(p)(t) =
CK(t; p)
e
−Meff
K(p)
t
+ e
−Meff
K(p)
(T−t) , (B8)
prior[(d(0)p )
2] ∼ CeffK(p)(long t). (B9)
Representative effective mass and amplitude plots are
shown in Fig. 22. Values for ground state priors and
fit results are given in Table VII. Excited state mass and
amplitude priors are based on the PDG [42] and set ac-
cording to
d(n>1)p = 0.01± 0.5,
E
(1)
K(p) − E(0)K(p) = (600± 300) MeV,
E
(2)
K(p) − E(0)K(p) = (1000± 500) MeV,
E
(n+2)
K(p) − E(n>0)K(p) = (600± 600) MeV. (B10)
As with the B meson fits, positive energy splittings are
parametrically enforced.
3. Three Point Correlators
Priors for ground state three point amplitudes are ob-
tained from the long time (t ≈ T/2) behavior of the effec-
tive amplitude
AeffJ(p)(t) =
CαJ (t, T ; p)√
CeffK(p)
√
Cαα,effB
eM
eff
K (T−t) eM
eff
B t,
(B11)
prior[A
(0,0)
J(p)] ∼ AeffJ(p)(long t). (B12)
A representative plot of the three point effective ampli-
tude is shown in Fig. 23. Values for ground state ampli-
tude priors and fit results are given in Table VIII. Excited
state amplitude priors are set to
A
(n,m)
J(p) = 0.01(1.0). (B13)
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FIG. 23: Effective amplitude AeffT (100)(t) for the three
point correlation function, with tensor current and
momentum 2pi/L(1, 0, 0), plotted vs. t/a on ensemble C1.
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ens aM
(0)
K d
(0)
000 aE
(0)
100 d
(0)
100 aE
(0)
110 d
(0)
110 aE
(0)
111 d
(0)
111
C1 prior 0.312(17) 0.2225(10) 0.41(11) 0.1936(52) 0.48(23) 0.178(13) 0.55(28) 0.173(23)
fit 0.31211(15) 0.22283(25) 0.40657(58) 0.19455(70) 0.48461(76) 0.18005(81) 0.5511(16) 0.1693(15)
C2 prior 0.329(24) 0.2262(8) 0.45(15) 0.190(10) 0.55(15) 0.176(14) 0.61(31) 0.141(35)
fit 0.32863(18) 0.22630(29) 0.45406(85) 0.19265(93) 0.5511(16) 0.1741(18) 0.6261(75) 0.1537(88)
C3 prior 0.356(25) 0.220(1) 0.475(75) 0.190(5) 0.58(20) 0.187(13) 0.65(30) 0.158(28)
fit 0.35717(22) 0.22083(34) 0.47521(85) 0.19129(98) 0.5723(11) 0.1780(10) 0.6524(30) 0.1667(27)
F1 prior 0.229(60) 0.138(1) 0.32(24) 0.116(6) 0.39(34) 0.105(22) 0.43(40) 0.077(26)
fit 0.22865(11) 0.13786(13) 0.32024(66) 0.11618(65) 0.39229(86) 0.10636(71) 0.4515(25) 0.0987(21)
F2 prior 0.246(36) 0.137(1) 0.33(23) 0.117(6) 0.40(30) 0.105(10) 0.47(37) 0.105(24)
fit 0.24577(13) 0.13664(17) 0.33322(52) 0.11764(48) 0.40214(73) 0.10760(61) 0.4623(14) 0.10241(94)
TABLE VII: Kaon ground state priors and fit results.
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Group I prior fit
r1 [fm] 0.3133(23) 0.3137(23)
Fpi [GeV] 0.144(14) 0.162(13)
g 0.51(20) 0.46(13)
B0 [GeV] 2.4(1) 2.4(1)
r1/a 2.647(3) 2.647(3)
r1/a 2.618(3) 2.618(3)
r1/a 2.644(3) 2.644(3)
r1/a 3.699(3) 3.699(3)
r1/a 3.712(4) 3.712(4)
aMB 3.1891(18) 3.1891(18)
aMB 3.2320(73) 3.2327(71)
aMB 3.2095(77) 3.2091(77)
aMB 2.2817(64) 2.2817(64)
aMB 2.2799(87) 2.2802(87)
aMK 0.31210(15) 0.31210(15)
aMK 0.32864(17) 0.32864(17)
aMK 0.35718(22) 0.35718(22)
aMK 0.22865(11) 0.22865(11)
aMK 0.24577(13) 0.24577(13)
r1∆
∗ 0.1802(51) 0.1802(51)
r1∆
∗ 0.1689(47) 0.1690(47)
r1∆
∗ 0.1429(48) 0.1432(48)
r1∆
∗ 0.1748(49) 0.1747(49)
r1∆
∗ 0.1532(42) 0.1531(42)
TABLE IX: Group I priors and fit results for the
chiral/continuum fit. Quantities appearing in five
consecutive rows have ensemble-dependent values
corresponding to C1, C2, C3, F1, and F2.
4. Chiral/Continuum Extrapolation
We separate the priors into two groups. Group I priors,
shown with fit results in Table IX, allow us to incorporate
uncertainty associated with input parameters. We set
the prior for r1 based on the value obtained in [51]. For
Fpi we tried values ranging from 131 MeV to 156 MeV
(the value of FK) and found negligible change in the fit
results. For the final result we use 144 MeV with an
error of 10%. We set the BB∗pi coupling g based on the
recent works [52]. The constant B0 is set based on quark
and meson masses from the PDG [42]. Values for r1/a
are taken from [19]. Values of aMB are obtained using
our best fit results for aE
sim(0)
B in Table VI and Eq. (22).
Priors for aMK are taken as our best fit results for aM
(0)
K
in Table VII. The priors for ∆∗ = MB∗s −MB are fixed
based on the B∗s − Bs splitting from the PDG [42] and
ensemble dependent values for the Bs−B splitting taken
from [21].
Group II priors, shown with fit results in Table X, are
fit
Group II prior f‖ f⊥ fT
r
3/2
1 κ 0(3) 0.55(14) –
r21 κT 0(3) – – 0.84(57)
d1 0(0.3) 0.18(20) -0.14(22) -0.27(22)
d2 0(1) 0.32(91) -0.26(91) -0.40(95)
f1 0(1) 0.34(0.92) 0.19(0.95) 0.60(0.91)
f2 0(1) 0.08(1.00) -0.03(1.00) 0.17(0.99)
f3 0(1) 0.08(1.00) 0.04(1.00) 0.12(1.00)
f4 0(1) 0.03(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.04(1.00)
g1 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.02(1.00) 0.00(1.00)
g2 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00)
g3 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.01(1.00) 0.00(1.00)
g4 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00)
h1 0(4) -3.11(50) 1.19(1.18) -2.04(2.42)
h2 0(4) 0.42(28) -1.22(96) -1.82(1.93)
h3 0(4) 0.182(79) 0.29(24) 0.40(45)
a1 0(5) 5.21(1.38) 1.09(2.30) 1.88(3.09)
a2 0(12) 11.76(3.91) – -6.24(7.12)
a3 0(2) -1.34(61) -0.43(81) -0.25(1.16)
a4 0(2) -0.06(2.00) -0.12(2.00) 0.07(2.00)
a5 0(2) 0.13(2.00) 0.10(2.00) -0.01(2.00)
a6 0(2) -0.59(1.92) -0.47(1.94) 0.19(1.95)
a7 0(2) 0.01(2.00) -0.04(2.00) 0.02(2.00)
a8 0(2) -0.14(1.98) -0.26(1.99) 0.15(1.99)
a9 0(2) 0.00(2.00) 0.00(2.00) 0.00(2.00)
a10 0(5) -4.12(81) -0.38(1.48) -0.19(2.04)
TABLE X: Group II priors and fit results for the
chiral/continuum fit.
associated with fit parameters. All group II priors are
zero with widths chosen based on the typical size of the
associated term in the extrapolation. Prior widths for κ
and κT are chosen based on values of the data for f‖,
f⊥, and fT and the leading order terms in Eqs. (29, 30,
31). The prior widths for d1 include a factor of αs based
on the known O(αsa2) discretization effects in the HISQ
action. For higher order discretization effects we take a
prior width of one. We take prior widths for the fi and
gi to be one. We express the coefficient a
⊥
2 in terms of
other NLO valence quark analytic term coefficients using
a⊥2 = a
‖
1 + a
‖
2 − a⊥1 [29].
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Group I prior fit
r1 [fm] 0.3133(23) 0.3133(23)
∆∗+ [GeV] 0.04578(35) 0.04578(35)
∆∗T [GeV] 0.046(35) 0.052(34)
r1MB 8.38197(27) 8.38197(27)
r1MK 0.783821(21) 0.783821(21)
Group II prior fit
a00 0(2) 0.550(20)
a01 0(2) -1.89(23)
a02 0(2) 1.98(1.24)
a03 0(2) -0.02(2.00)
a+0 0(2) 0.432(15)
a+1 0(2) -0.65(23)
a+2 0(2) -0.97(1.24)
aT0 0(2) 0.388(23)
aT1 0(2) -0.67(34)
aT2 0(2) -1.05(1.70)
TABLE XI: Priors and fit results for the simultaneous,
standard z expansion for f0, f+, and fT .
5. Standard z Expansion
Table XI lists Group I and II priors and fit results for
the standard z expansion. We set the prior for r1 based
on the value obtained in [51]. Priors for the MB and
MK are taken from the PDG [42]. For ∆
∗
+ we use the
B meson hyperfine splitting [42] and for ∆∗T we use the
same central value but a width 100 times larger than
that for ∆∗+. For purposes of reconstructing the form
factors, including the correlations, the covariance matrix
associated with the coefficients of the z expansion are
given in Table XII.
6. Modified z Expansion
Table XIII lists Group I priors with widths that incor-
porate errors associated with various input parameters.
We take the scale r1 from [51]. For Fpi we tried values
ranging from 131 MeV to 156 MeV (the value of FK) and
found negligible change in the fit results. For the final re-
sult we use 144 MeV with an error of 10%. We define the
vector and tensor bound state masses of the Blaschke fac-
tors P+,T in terms of the splittings of Eqs. (43) and (44)
and use values based on the PDG [42]. We take the cen-
tral value and width of ∆∗+ and the central value for ∆
∗
T
from the MB∗ −MB splitting. For the ∆∗T width we use
100× the MB∗ −MB splitting error. To absorb strange-
quark mistuning effects, we use a target value Mηphyss
from [51] and simulation values of aMηs from ongoing
analyses of Bs → K`ν and Bs → ηs. Values for r1/a
are taken from [19]. Values of aMB are obtained using
our best fit results for aE
sim(0)
B in Table VI and Eq. (22).
Priors for aMK are taken as our best fit results for aM
(0)
K
in Table VII.
Table XIV lists Group II priors associated with out-
put fit parameters. We use common bi for all three form
factors with priors for b1 of zero with width 0.3 to re-
flect a factor αs for the (aEK)
2 term. For b2 we use a
prior of zero with width one. We express the analytic
terms as functions of dimensionless quantities, e.g. xl
and δxs, which are ratios of meson masses and the chiral
scale Λχ = 4piFpi. As a result, these terms are natu-
rally O(1). We therefore choose priors for ci to be zero
with width one. We know from previous works using
the same ensembles that the sea quark contributions are
smaller than the valence quark contributions. We there-
fore take the coefficients e(k) to have prior zero with width
0.3. The amb and ml dependent discretization effects are
written in terms of quantities that are naturally O(1) so
we choose priors of zero with width one for the f (k) and
g(k).
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a00 a
0
1 a
0
2 a
0
3 a
+
0 a
+
1 a
+
2 a
T
0 a
T
1 a
T
2
a00 3.8400e-4 1.9244e-3 5.6298e-3 -3.1229e-3 2.1462e-4 2.4187e-3 9.6831e-3 8.3579e-5 8.0400e-4 2.0606e-3
a01 5.3773e-2 2.4109e-1 -7.1455e-2 2.4487e-3 4.9308e-2 2.3925e-1 1.2560e-3 2.1329e-2 5.7572e-2
a02 1.5497 1.0613e-1 9.9620e-3 2.4211e-1 1.3622 4.4186e-3 9.6120e-2 3.0591e-1
a03 3.9901 7.6913e-5 2.7607e-3 1.3577e-2 -2.6008e-4 -7.0551e-3 -2.8847e-2
a+0 2.3324e-4 2.5548e-3 8.3184e-3 1.3602e-4 1.4272e-3 2.9191e-3
a+1 5.1033e-2 2.2584e-1 1.3456e-3 2.3292e-2 5.6690e-2
a+2 1.5378 1.1423e-3 5.16553e-2 2.6917e-1
aT0 5.3232e-4 5.5041e-3 1.9645e-2
aT1 1.1248e-1 4.2484e-1
aT2 2.9010
TABLE XII: Covariance matrix for the physical extrapolated coefficients of the standard z expansion. The
covariance matrix only includes errors from the fit. To construct form factors including the additional systematic
errors of Sec. VI C, a 4% error must be added in quadrature to the error obtained from the covariance matrix.
Group I prior fit Group I prior fit
r1 [fm] 0.3133(23) 0.3132(23) aM
asqtad
K 0.36530(29) 0.36530(29)
Fpi [GeV] 0.144(14) 0.135(14) aM
asqtad
K 0.38331(24) 0.38331(24)
∆∗+ [GeV] 0.04578(35) 0.04578(35) aM
asqtad
K 0.40984(21) 0.40984(21)
∆∗T [GeV] 0.046(35) 0.050(34) aM
asqtad
K 0.25318(19) 0.25318(19)
M
η
phys
s
[GeV] 0.6858(40) 0.6858(40) aMasqtadK 0.27217(21) 0.27217(21)
r1/a 2.647(3) 2.647(3) aM
HISQ
pi 0.15988(12) 0.15988(12)
r1/a 2.618(3) 2.618(3) aM
HISQ
pi 0.21097(16) 0.21096(16)
r1/a 2.644(3) 2.644(3) aM
HISQ
pi 0.29309(22) 0.29309(22)
r1/a 3.699(3) 3.699(3) aM
HISQ
pi 0.13453(11) 0.13453(11)
r1/a 3.712(4) 3.712(4) aM
HISQ
pi 0.18737(13) 0.18737(13)
aMB 3.1891(18) 3.1891(18) aM
asqtad
pi 0.15971(20) 0.15971(20)
aMB 3.2322(73) 3.2318(62) aM
asqtad
pi 0.22447(17) 0.22447(17)
aMB 3.2096(77) 3.2110(72) aM
asqtad
pi 0.31125(16) 0.31125(16)
aMB 2.2818(64) 2.2824(55) aM
asqtad
pi 0.14789(18) 0.14789(18)
aMB 2.2796(88) 2.2790(60) aM
asqtad
pi 0.20635(18) 0.20365(18)
aMHISQK 0.31210(15) 0.31210(15) aM
HISQ
ηs 0.41111(12) 0.41111(12)
aMHISQK 0.32864(17) 0.32864(17) aM
HISQ
ηs 0.41445(17) 0.41445(17)
aMHISQK 0.35718(22) 0.35717(22) aM
HISQ
ηs 0.41180(23) 0.41180(23)
aMHISQK 0.22865(11) 0.22865(11) aM
HISQ
ηs 0.294109(93) 0.294109(93)
aMHISQK 0.24577(13) 0.24576(13) aM
HISQ
ηs 0.29315(12) 0.29315(12)
TABLE XIII: Group I priors for the simultaneous modified z expansion for f0, f+, and fT . Quantities listed in five
rows have ensemble-dependent values corresponding to C1, C2, C3, F1, and F2.
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fit fit
Group II prior f0 f+ fT Group II prior f0 f+ fT
a0 0(2) 0.521(20) 0.422(19) 0.379(27) f
(0)
1 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.01(1.00) 0.56(92)
a1 0(2) -1.57(21) -0.57(22) -0.84(32) f
(1)
1 0(1) 0.03(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.04(1.00)
a2 0(2) 3.91(91) 1.52(1.14) -1.12(1.69) f
(2)
1 0(1) 0.03(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00)
a3 0(2) -0.23(1.92) – – f
(3)
1 0(1) 0.00(1.00) – –
b1 0(0.3) -0.03(16) -0.03(16) -0.14(24) f
(0)
2 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.01(1.00) 0.16(99)
b2 0(1) 0.02(20) 0.02(19) 0.31(32) f
(1)
2 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.01(1.00)
c
(0)
1 0(1) 0.06(65) -0.10(73) 0.50(84) f
(2)
2 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00)
c
(1)
1 0(1) 0.34(85) 0.25(96) 0.17(98) f
(3)
2 0(1) 0.00(1.00) – –
c
(2)
1 0(1) 0.81(0.95) -0.10(99) -0.02(1.00) f
(0)
3 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.01(1.00) 0.11(1.00)
c
(3)
1 0(1) 0.00(1.00) – – f
(1)
3 0(1) 0.01(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.01(1.00)
c
(0)
2 0(1) -0.13(35) -0.46(39) -0.42(48) f
(2)
3 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00)
c
(1)
2 0(1) -0.46(51) -0.61(87) -0.34(90) f
(3)
3 0(1) 0.00(1.00) – –
c
(2)
2 0(1) -1.68(82) 0.19(98) 0.03(1.00) f
(0)
4 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.04(1.00)
c
(3)
2 0(1) -0.01(1.00) – – f
(1)
4 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00)
c
(0)
3 0(1) -0.02(98) -0.08(98) 0.08(1.00) f
(2)
4 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00)
c
(1)
3 0(1) 0.03(1.00) -0.02(1.00) 0.01(1.00) f
(3)
4 0(1) 0.00(1.00) – –
c
(2)
3 0(1) -0.01(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) g
(0)
1 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.04(1.00)
c
(3)
3 0(1) 0.00(1.00) – – g
(1)
1 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00)
d
(0)
1 0(0.3) 0.01(24) 0.02(25) -0.26(23) g
(2)
1 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00)
d
(1)
1 0(0.3) 0.05(27) 0.01(30) -0.06(30) g
(3)
1 0(1) 0.00(1.00) – –
d
(2)
1 0(0.3) 0.01(29) 0.01(30) 0.01(30) g
(0)
2 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00)
d
(3)
1 0(0.3) 0.00(30) – – g
(1)
2 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00)
d
(0)
2 0(1) 0.02(90) 0.07(91) -0.39(96) g
(2)
2 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00)
d
(1)
2 0(1) 0.10(96) 0.02(99) -0.13(1.00) g
(3)
2 0(1) 0.00(1.00) – –
d
(2)
2 0(1) 0.01(99) 0.03(1.00) 0.02(1.00) g
(0)
3 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.01(1.00)
d
(3)
2 0(1) 0.00(1.00) – – g
(1)
3 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00)
e(0) 0(0.3) -0.02(29) 0.02(29) -0.02(30) g
(2)
3 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00)
e(1) 0(0.3) 0.01(30) 0.01(30) -0.01(30) g
(3)
3 0(1) 0.00(1.00) – –
e(2) 0(0.3) 0.01(30) 0.00(30) 0.00(30) g
(0)
4 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00)
e(3) 0(0.3) 0.00(30) – – g
(1)
4 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00)
g
(2)
4 0(1) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00) 0.00(1.00)
g
(3)
4 0(1) 0.00(1.00) – –
TABLE XIV: Group II priors and fit results for the simultaneous modified z expansion for f0, f+, and fT . The
momentum-dependent discretization term coefficients bi are common to each form factor. Note the fit ansa¨tze for f+
and fT , Eq. (A2), has one fewer term in the sum than the fit ansatz for f0, Eq. (A1).
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